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WILD HORSES 

Wild Free Roaming Horses and Burros Act, 1971

.Congress finds and declares that wild free-roaming horses and
burros are living symbols of the historic and pioneer spirit of the
West; that they contribute to the diversity of life forms within the
Nation and enrich the lives of the American people; and that these
horses and burros are fast disappearing from the American scene. 
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In 1971 federal land management agencies were
mandated by an act of Congress to manage free-
roaming horses and burros within their jurisdictions.
Prior to the establishment of this mandate horses and
burros were hunted on public land  for profit or for
extermination when they competed for grass with
public land ranchers. Aircraft and trucks were used to
chase and rope horses were they would then be
loaded and sent to a facility where they would be
ground up and sold for dog food, chicken feed or
fertilizer. Sometimes they would be run off cliffs. Many
horses  burros were simply shot. Water holes were
poisoned.
In 1959 a law, known as the "Wild Horse Annie" Act,
after legendary advocate Velma Johnston, forbade the
practice of poisoning water holes and the use of
motorized vehicles. That law was ignored and not
enforced.
Velma continued her journey to gain a more
substantial law to protect wild horses.
In 1971, just seven years before her death, the Wild
Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act (WFRH&B Act)
became law.
Many believe the intentions of the law have largely

Establishment of the law, in practice
From 1971-1976 land management agencies allowed the
capture of wild horses and burros to continue, this was
known as the "claiming period." In the state of Nevada
alone over 17,000 wild horses were taken (sent to
slaughter, shot and killed) after the Act was passed.
Many federal land management agencies fought a legal
obligation to comply with the new law. The United
States Fish and Wildlife Service, as an example, is not
held to the mandate today. In 2013 they began the final
eradication of the Sheldon herds, the most well
documented herds of American cavalry mounts.
 
The Act states that "they land they now stand" is their
"range;" managed principally but not exclusively, for
their use. But that is not what has happened. Without
paper trail, hearing or debate the word "range" was
changed to an upper case "Range," and applied only to
herds designated before the Act passed in 1971.
 
Wild horses, like the ones at Triple B,  have become a
footnote.
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Triple B is a Herd Management Area (HMA) in central/eastern Nevada and comprises about 1.2
million acres. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has set the management level on the Triple B
as 250-518 wild horses. The area is only referenced as "Triple B" when we discuss wild horses.
When we discuss projects that use the area for profit we reference those areas by the livestock
grazing allotment name or mining project (ie, Newark Valley, North Butte Valley, South Butte,
Kinross Mine, etc).
 
This can get even more confusing for wild horse advocates because "The Triple B" is not just the
Triple B (Buck, Bald and Butte Mountains that were once considered distinct areas and combined
into the "Triple B") but it it now the name of a 2.5 million acre complex of management areas.
Today what is known now as Triple B comprises Triple B (Buck, Bald and Butte), Maverick-Medicine,
Antelope Valley (West of Highway 93, and the Cherry Springs Wild Horse Territory (WHT), technically
managed by Forest Service. A "WHT" is the Forest Service equivalent of an HMA in government
speak.
 
When the BLM insists on creating these large areas it becomes difficult to create a simple and
concise overview magazine for you on the "Triple B" horses. It becomes even more difficult when
the new documents they create include an entirely different amalgam of another system of
condensed HMA's, the Antelope Complex, into their documents they reference as management
actions. The new project area is nearly 4 million acres.
 
When you see a 390 page "analysis" from the agency it does not mean the areas are analyzed in
depth, it means they combined more acres. When you hear them state "areas are too large," the
areas are simply combined small areas, not one big one. The areas are also managed by multiple
BLM districts and the jurisdiction of Forest Service at Cherry Springs, this creates even more
difficulty in communication and information.

WHAT IS "TRIPLE B?"
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If you can appreciate the confusion in
tracking down a simple photo or
information from the capture of your new
horse, can you imagine the issues this
creates when addressing management.
 
Instead of an in depth document that
outlines the specific needs of each
distinct area and population we have
voluminous volumes that represent the
impact of a roundup to profit driven
interests, not in depth management
structures.
 
Has the 1971 law been as ignored and
unenforced as the 1959 law? Not exactly.
It has been manipulated and, simply,
misused.
 

WILD HORSES IN THE TRIPLE B PROJECT
AREA
 
The wild horses in the project area
represent multiple, distinct, populations.
 
The breed influence, the history and the
terrain are varied. The terrain occupied by
our wild horses includes valleys and
mountains, many with differing
environmental conditions that include the
species of native grasses and precipitation
levels.
 
The wild horses that live in Cherry Creek
are very different than the ones that
occupy the Newark Valley. The Newark
Valley wild horses are extremely distinct
populations than the ones that occupy
the Goshute Valley.
 
When branded and offered for adoption
most often they will not be branded as
"Triple B" but by the distinct HMA, yet
managed under one document.
 
This can create a lot of confusion for
adopters tracking down photos of their
adpted wild horse.
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Sage Grouse;
comparison

The Greater Sage Grouse (GSG) occupiesThe Greater Sage Grouse (GSG) occupies
territory in 11 western states. The sameterritory in 11 western states. The same
interests (uses) that are destroying GSGinterests (uses) that are destroying GSG
habitat are the same that inhibithabitat are the same that inhibit
protection of wild horses (resource) inprotection of wild horses (resource) in
the West.the West.
  
In 2002 conservationists began to pushIn 2002 conservationists began to push
for protection for the GSG. It took 8for protection for the GSG. It took 8
years, but in 2010 the United States Fishyears, but in 2010 the United States Fish
and Wildlife Service (USFWS)and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
determined that the GSG requireddetermined that the GSG required
protection under the Endangeredprotection under the Endangered
Species Act.Species Act.
  
Immediately massive efforts began toImmediately massive efforts began to
protect profit driven interests thatprotect profit driven interests that
would be restricted. A time line waswould be restricted. A time line was
established to review, research andestablished to review, research and
begin improving habitat to avoid abegin improving habitat to avoid a
listing.listing.

To date the bird has not been listedTo date the bird has not been listed
primarily through bureaucratic means.primarily through bureaucratic means.
However the studies continue toHowever the studies continue to
monitor both bird populations and theirmonitor both bird populations and their
habitat. Habitat crucial to their survivalhabitat. Habitat crucial to their survival
is being watched closely.is being watched closely.
  
A listing could happen in the future,A listing could happen in the future,
even with all the politicaleven with all the political
gamesmanship.gamesmanship.
  
With an entire Act of Congress to protectWith an entire Act of Congress to protect
wild horses and their habitat we have nowild horses and their habitat we have no
such data or research on herds orsuch data or research on herds or
identification of specific habitat for theiridentification of specific habitat for their
survival. In fact, when GSG habitatsurvival. In fact, when GSG habitat
preservation strategies were devised itpreservation strategies were devised it
was not massive open pit mines orwas not massive open pit mines or
livestock use that was at the top of thelivestock use that was at the top of the
checklist, it was removing wild horses.checklist, it was removing wild horses.
  

TT
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he Greater Sage Grouse, the largest species of grouse in North
America, occupies the sagebrush ecosystem of the western
landscape. When the bird was in danger what did we do?
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CONSECTETUER UT FRINGILLA
 
Sem viverra in eget sed sem justo
semper suspendisse eu dictumst.
 
Diam erat etiam fermentum
condimentum placerat pede nam
nam. Quam massa a. Eget vitae
vitae. Gravida non tincidunt.
 
Ac mauris in. Placerat fermentum
sem eros eros morbi. Dolor porta
ipsum enim sit tellus nunc dui
lectus. Tellus volutpat eu. Donec
varius natoque praesent. Dui sem
viverra in eget sed sem justo
semper suspendisse eu dictumst.
Diam erat etiam fermentum
condimentum placerat pede nam
nam. Quam massa a. Eget vitae
vitae. Gravida non tincidunt.
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Odit bibendum consectetuer
donec neque pulvinar. Fusce
volutpat sed. Nibh velit orci
tristique sollicitudin dolor
culpa ut lorem.
 
Suscipit dictum ac tempus
sed donec nullam mollis
tellus. Id id mollis suscipit
donec non. Volutpat egestas
neque consequat ac vel.
Curabitur volutpat faucibus.
Ligula vestibulum class felis
fermentum sed. Aliquam
nam dui. Vivamus eu
volutpat. Elit aliquam eu

ultricies curabitur in. Etiam
cras eu porta duis adipiscing
quia sed litora viverra
aliquam vestibulum. Eget
ante diam. Mauris mauris
vivamus neque rhoncus risus.
Mollis bibendum mattis. At
mauris sed vulputate sem et
adipiscing viverra quam.
Blandit taciti id morbi pede
molestie ligula sagittis quis.
Ipsum varius purus. Ac
mauris in. Placerat
fermentum sem eros eros.

ULTRICIES AUT SEMPER

LIGULA VESTIBULUM  
CLASS FELIS ETIAM CRAS

Photo taken right before the "Triple B" roundup of
2018 . This photo is one of many taken in the area
prioritized by the state of Nevada as the budget
debate threatened another government shutdown.
 
For the last four years roundup operations have
been decreased to to budgetary restrictions.
Operations are prioritized by public safety,
emergencies such as fire, animals suffering
through drought and court order. In less than a
handful of cases over the last five years wild
horses have been in trouble due to sever
encroachment into their critical habitat and
drought and were removed from the range. There
are areas where such removals could be pending if
drought conditions return. Those areas were not a
priority for the state of Nevada, this one was. 

Triple B 2018

Image copyright Laura Leigh of Wild Horse Education
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Volutpat wisi sit. Consectetuer molestie lectus.
Fusce morbi nunc. Vel amet est. Taciti ut ante
tincidunt eu pellentesque tortor egestas
praesent. Sed erat mollis praesent justo enim.
Nibh laoreet pulvinar posuere sit purus ac
etiam nec. Pede odio libero orci sed imperdiet
at turpis etiam ornare suspendisse eget at
accumsan massa vivamus suspendisse
consequat.
 
Laoreet rhoncus hymenaeos. Amet aliquet
pede. Quam malesuada maecenas diam facilisis
porta. Neque risus metus. Rutrum a parturient.

Mi egestas ac amet a quis amet nunc tellus sed
eget sodales. Molestie venenatis malesuada.
Morbi vitae in consectetuer nec tristique sit
mauris turpis. Ullamcorper ut sed. Suspendisse
ac sem. Accumsan integer tristique id orci
malesuada. Praesent dictum egestas mauris
quis mi. A nunc vehicula.
 
Tristique etiam in. Fermentum ullamcorper
praesent sem urna pede. Justo sollicitudin ut.
Maecenas nonummy ante. Ut cursus ut.
Nonummy wisi felis vulputate a ut cursus
rhoncus magna eleifend et lacus nisl sapien.

ORNARE IN VIVERRA

The wild horses on the western side of the "project area" noted
in the underlying Records of Decision (ROD), that includes the
361 page Environmental Assessment (EA), were in spectacular
shape.
 
The southernmost trap locations showed healthy horses on
moderate rangeland. The horses at the northern trap location
showed extremely healthy horses on a very healthy range. The
northern trap on the west side was in the area of the Bald
Mountain mine and has had no domestic livestock use. Even the
biocrust (an extremely wonderful thing many people are
unaware of) showed very little physical disturbance.  Biocrust is
very vulnerable to damage.
 
The area to the south has impending livestock turnout and the
area to the north had mining vehicles hitting wild horses
because they wont slow down (we spoke to miners and they
were not shy about discussing travel to and from work). When
mines go in or expand the BLM will tell you that appropriate
mitigation of impacts to vehicle traffic is to "educate" the mine
to "slow down" and watch for wild horses. It doesn't work.
 
Why was this area prioritized over all others including the other
side of this project area where a subset population really
demonstrated declining condition?
 
In addition to the multiple deficits in handling practices during
operations , this is an important discussion that is being included
in our request for a review of the "Triple B, 2018" roundup
 
Wild Horse Education has submitted a request to oversight
agencies for a complete review.
 
In 2011 we litigated against conduct, a review was done, we won the first case in history

against abuse. That operation will be discussed later in this issue.
 



WHY DO WE HAVE AN
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT?
 
The first roundup of wild horses under the
WFRH&B Act in 1975 went forward without
any preparation of documents under the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
The operation met with protest and
litigation. One side said the federal
government had no authority to remove
wild horses and the state tried to take
them to the slaughterhouse and assert
jurisdiction. Another side said that the
government failed to do the analysis and
the horses should be left alone.
 
The court ruled that the BLM could move
forward, this one time, but could not just
remove horses to make room for domestic
livestock and required them to do the
appropriate analysis under NEPA for any
future operations.
The state did not take the horses to
slaughter. The federal jurisdiction
established by the WFRH&B Act was
confirmed.
 

WildHorseEducation.org
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The Final EA and Record of Decision for the winter
2018 Triple B roundup gives approval for ten years
of roundups in two, distinct, massive conglomerates
of HMAs. The project area compromises nearly 4
million acres. The BLM document references these
areas as if they are contiguous, ie too large for
fertility control darting. In truth these areas are
distinct in populations, terrain, separated by major
highways and allotment fences.
 
The document analyzes the effects of the
alternatives outlined in the document on multiple

factors like livestock grazing, migratory birds and
tribal interests.
 
The document includes maps of migratory patterns
of other species like mule deer. Nowhere does it
discuss the migratory patterns of the wild horses
that occupy the HMAs. Nowhere does it discuss the
distinct populations, migration routes, critical
habitat, behavioral impacts, etc on the wild horses
themselves.
 
 

THE EA FOR THIS OPERATION

ROUNDUP  
2018

http://WildHorseEducation.org
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The 361 page EA is voluminous, not because it
contains detailed information about the wild horses
of Triple B, but because it simply creates an
extremely large geographical area.
 
The document contains the agency standard for an
EA of cut and paste Codes of Federal Regulations
(CFRs) that recite authority for elements of removals
and obligations to profit driven uses, local
governments, tribal authority and other species.
 
The document regurgitates the "healthy herds,
healthy rangelands" without ever defining how wild
horses are quantified into the equation.
 
There are no existing Herd Management Area Plans
(HMAPs) for any HMA included in the document. An
HMAP is supposed to demonstrate all data about
each HMA and outline a preservation strategy for the
herd and habitat.
 
Instead the document gives an appearance of
compliance by the number of pages. In truth it does
not comply with the Wild Horse and Burro Handbook.

 
The document will tier to land use plans and
multiple other documents to create the legal
framework. The intention of the framework is
supposed to include wild horses. Only a handful of
current approved EAs in the nation include a tiered
HMAP.
 
The National Academy of Sciences has failed the BLM
on data for decision making program wide. Creating
an HMAP, that outlines how the data gaps will be
addressed, prior to any EA creation, would be a first
step in dragging this program out of the cowboy
myth and political corruption that has kept it broken,
and an easy scapegoat for failures in addressing the
larger grazing program, for over forty years.
 
The EA for this operation is an example of the effort
the agency is giving to maintaining, not fixing, a
broken program. 

Photo: Laura Leigh, Wild Horse Education



CONSECTETUER UT FRINGILLA
 
Sem viverra in eget sed sem justo
semper suspendisse eu dictumst.
 
Diam erat etiam fermentum
condimentum placerat pede nam
nam. Quam massa a. Eget vitae
vitae. Gravida non tincidunt.
 
Ac mauris in. Placerat fermentum
sem eros eros morbi. Dolor porta
ipsum enim sit tellus nunc dui
lectus. Tellus volutpat eu. Donec
varius natoque praesent. Dui sem
viverra in eget sed sem justo
semper suspendisse eu dictumst.
Diam erat etiam fermentum
condimentum placerat pede nam
nam. Quam massa a. Eget vitae
vitae. Gravida non tincidunt.
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ULTRICIES AUT SEMPER
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TRIPLE B ROUNDUP 2018
 PHOTO ESSAY

The photographs on the following pages represent some of what our
team documented at the capture operation.

http://www.example.com
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ORNARE IN VIVERRA

Some of the images were marked prior to loading into this "thank you" magazine to our donors.
These were the images that were easily accessible as we edited this piece.  At a roundup we rise
early, often before 4 am and do not sleep until the daily report for the public is loaded. We edit
fast. It became a requirement to add prominent marks as theft of our images has risen. We have
even found our images for sale by other entities and used for fund raising for organizations that
in truth are not advocating for wild horses at these captures and were not present. We did not
have the time to re-edit all the images we wanted to use for this gift. We are actively involved in
documenting conditions of multiple herds, tracking horses in holding for adoption and creating
documents to aid in the requested investigation into this operation; reasoning and
methodology. ~ Thank you for understanding. 

One trapsite at 1.5 miles from observers. Horses broke over the ridge and ran in front of us.
Without that event, we never would be able to identify them. BLM is not making observation or
humane handling a priority. Concerns over upsetting contractors, and even a man grading a
public road, were all higher priorities. Thse are also concerns for the requested review of
operations. 
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The wild horses view of inside the trap

Temporary holding, the area where wild horses
are sorted for shipping. Yes, that is a dog.

http://WildHorseEducation.org
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Little one escapes trap, flees and is not captured
that day
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 Healthy herds on healthy rangelands. This area was prioritized near the beginning of
the operation. Yet on the other side of Triple B BLM claimed conditions were so urgent
that they had to run newborns in snow and frigid temperatures due to "range and herd
health."BLM knew that there was a very high probability that foals would drop before
the scheduled conclusion of this operation.
"There are a lot of 'people problems' we can exercise patience with. Running newborns
is not something anyone should be patient with." ~ LLeigh, founder of Wild Horse
Education

http://WildHorseEducation.org
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A young stallion breaks from his family and tries
to draw the predator, the helicopter, away his
family. When that does not work they race
ahead and  try lead their families away from
danger.
 
This area is one where wild horses survive with
a healthy mountain lion population. We have
been documenting big cat sign in the area for a
decade. (note: our documentation shows
population growth rates in this area are
significantly lower than on the east side of te
complex).
 
Neither mountain lion, nor wild horse, could
evade  man and the management that claims to
achieve a healthy ecological balance. Wild
horses were removed as mountain lions were
killed at Triple B in February, 2018.

http://WildHorseEducation.org
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The next pages have images of a few of the injuries documented at the
2018 Triple B roundup



WHAT IS CAWP?
After over 40 years of a mandate
from Congress to manage wild
horses and burros humanely for
the American public the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM)
issued IM-2015-15, the
Comprehensive Animal Welfare
Policy, known simply as CAWP.
 
CAWP was placed into roundup
contracts in the fall of 2015. The
initial protocol was to be
reviewed and revised after one
year. This "beta test phase" was
intended to refine metrics used
to determine the policies
effectiveness.
 
The agency did not issue this
beta test protocol because they
were finally catching up on a
backlog of paperwork, they
issued it because of intense

Wild Horse Education
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Laura Leigh, the founder of
Wild Horse Education, is the
only person to bring the
issues of abuse at roundups
into a courtroom. She was
told these cases would be
impossible to win. She won
case after case until the
implementation of the beta
phase of CAWP.
 
This work is central to the
mission of this organization;
if you have no policy for
humane handling how can
you assert any action you

take is in the best interest of
the horse?
 
The first case brought against
abusive practices was at the
Triple B Complex in 2011. The
case won the first Temporary
Restraining Order and
Preliminary Injunction in
history against these
practices. Case after case,
area after area, WHE ran the
roundup road and won.
In 2016 the year began with
progress that quickly
disappeared under politics. 

OUR LITIGATION

COMPREHENSIVE 
ANIMAL WELFARE POLICY

Screen capture from video showing
chopper skids hit horse. This video was
the key element in the first court ruling
against abusive practices at roundups

Right: A mare and her injured foal at holding. On this day BLM
euthanized two foals claiming they were deformed with "fallen
hocks," a pre-existing condition. These foals were run 14 miles.

http://WildHorseEducation.org
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In the heat of summer the BLM targeted nearly
2000 wild horses for removal. In contrast to 2018
that ended as newborn foals were beginning to
be born, the 2011 operation was set in July. July
is a time when many foals from newly born to
months, weeks or just days old would be driven
by helicopter, sometimes for as many as 14
linear miles (please note wild horses do not run
in a straight line or even in one consistent
direction for 14 miles. The distances traveled can
be much further).
 
Documented conduct at the operation included
hot shot (electric prod) use on foals, humans
kicking wild horses in the head, a constant lack
of water at holding and even hitting a horse
with a helicopter.
 
After running daily observations for six weeks
enough documentation was compiled to take
BLM to court. Federal Judge Judge Howard J
McKibben found BLM's defense of their actions
to be a "blame the horse affront" and prohibited
such conduct, banning helicopter use, for the
rest of the operation.
 
But we did not drop the case and pushed for a
preliminary Injunction. We began to litigate at
other roundups while we kept the case active at
Triple B.
 
BLM conducted a review of operations, stating in
the background information, it was because of
the court ruling. In the review BLM admitted to
the vast majority of alleged conduct (the judge
did not appreciate that BLM denied what he
could see happened with his own eyes in the
images and video provided to the court). Yet

BLM continued to insist that, even though the
conduct occurred, there was "nothing wrong."
They still told media and public that even though
they electric shocked foals in the face they
managed wild horses "humanely."
 
After multiple court rulings against such
practices (every time we went to court, we won)
and the unfavorable media attention that came
with it, BLM finally issued a version of CAWP.
 
CAWP IM-2015-15 has not been revised. In 2016
politics, resentments, competitive bickering have
all contributed to the lack of pressure on the
agency to define metrics. Instead of learning
about the framework for progress (built over
years of relentless litigation) many fell into old
habits of screaming and petitions.
 
The fight to gain a humane handling policy can
be seen as an analogy for the entire program. A
system that fails to include the welfare of the
horse, even in analysis of use patterns on the
range, is failing the intention of the law.
 
The humane handling policy exists now. There is
a lot of work yet to do in order to make it a real
tool to stop abuse. Resentment and ignoring
progress creates the fastest road to seeing it
disappear.
 
In 2014 resentment of federal authority grew on
public land. The political climate in 2016 stocked
an already volatile climate.
 
One of the first things to pay the price for public
land politics has always been the wild horse. Is
CAWP a potential casualty?

2011, TRIPLE B

Gaps left between the panel and trailer  had the mare try to escape.  Instead of letting her go attempts were
made to get her into the alley by tying a rope around her neck and having a man on horseback pull her. Her
head became wedged against the rail, as they continued to pull for ten minutes. Then they decided to push
her head back in. The mare stood propped between the trailer door, motionless, for fifteen minutes. She was
loaded and never seen again. 
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ORNARE IN VIVERRA

Multiple eye injuries were documented at Triple B 2018 including this stallion
that had two eyes while living on the range but only one after sorting at
temporary.  Both bay stallions in this image have facial injuries.
 
We pointed out the pattern of injury, tht had gone unnoticed by BLM COR and
asked if it was an equipment or personnel issue.
 
More than a dozen of these injuries were noted by WHE observers in two das
yet no one from BLM had noted the pattern.
 
Multiple wild horses were euthanized for "pre-existing blindness" at Triple B,
2018.
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Odit bibendum consectetuer
donec neque pulvinar. Fusce
volutpat sed. Nibh velit orci
tristique sollicitudin dolor
culpa ut lorem.
 
Suscipit dictum ac tempus
sed donec nullam mollis
tellus. Id id mollis suscipit
donec non. Volutpat egestas
neque consequat ac vel.
Curabitur volutpat faucibus.
Ligula vestibulum class felis
fermentum sed. Aliquam
nam dui. Vivamus eu
volutpat. Elit aliquam eu

ultricies curabitur in. Etiam
cras eu porta duis adipiscing
quia sed litora viverra
aliquam vestibulum. Eget
ante diam. Mauris mauris
vivamus neque rhoncus risus.
Mollis bibendum mattis. At
mauris sed vulputate sem et
adipiscing viverra quam.
Blandit taciti id morbi pede
molestie ligula sagittis quis.
Ipsum varius purus. Ac
mauris in. Placerat
fermentum sem eros eros.

ULTRICIES AUT SEMPER

This trap had many barbed wire fences that were not flagged. In addition the area had
downed barbed wire. After pointing that out to BLM staff we were placed the next day 1.5
miles from the trap.
 
On that day we began to communicate with individuals outside the agency about an
oversight review of operations. When BLM chose to run newborn foals, after we warned
them of their existence in the population, in snow and frigid temperatures we informed
the public of our engagement to gain an oversight review.
 
In on the range management and during capture operations BLM continues to place the
welfare of wild horses at the bottom of the priority list.  
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CAWP, and the six years spent undertaking legal action to obtain it, is important and must
be taken seriously. Every person involved in capture operations must be fully informed.
Failure to abide must meet the appropriate penalty.
 
A five year legal battle to allow meaningful daily observation was a battle also taken on
by WHE. It went up and down the court system, with an agreement during court ordered
mediation. That case can be revived if needed.  We are awaiting the actions of oversight.
If they are not sufficient we will begin to litigate these issues once more. 

Triple B 2018: 1389 wild horses were captured. 60
were returned to the range including 3 mares with
newborn foals without their families. 28 wild horses
lost their lives. 



OVERSIGHT REVIEW
 
Wild Horse Education ran a three
person team at Triple B gathering
information on the range and wild
horses. The information includes
documentation prior to the beginning
of operations and after it ended.
During operations we documented
capture, holding and what was
happening with bands on the range.
 
The documentation is being compiled
into the various formats required for
each avenue available to us.
 
We will publish our final review on
our website once it has been cleared.
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It has yet to be
determined if the BLM
Final EA and Record of
Decision are lawful
actions.
 
In addition to the two
cases pending in federal
court during operations
the BLM changed direction
and decided not to do
fertility control and release
nearly 500 wild horses
back to the range. The
decision making process
must come under extreme
scrutiny as there was no
court order, no public
comment, no change in

law.. The determination to
continue to remove wild
horses, and the
prioritization of removal of
wild horses on the west
side first, must come
under intense scrutiny. The
decision has the distinct
odor of politics, not the
welfare of the range or of
wild horses.
 
Roundups are now over
until the beginning of July.
A lot can happen between
now and then. We will
keep you updated.

MORE ROUNDUPS?

WHAT COMES NEXT  
FOR TRIPLE B?

Triple B 2018: 1389 wild horses were captured. 60 were returned to the range including 3
mares with newborn foals without their families. 28 wild horses lost their lives. 

Newborn, just days before the end of the
roundup

Image: Laura Leigh
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Our wild horses that are now captive sit in a
very vulnerable place. Congress is still debating
the fiscal year budget (fiscal year begins in
October) for a year now almost half way
through, 2018. In addition the paperwork for the
budget that begins this coming October, fiscal
year 2019, has begun.
 
Both of these Appropriations bills include the
debate over killing tens of thousands of wild
horses and resuming sales to slaughter buyers.
None of the bills include language that provides
the needed funding to gather the data to
identify critical habitat, sensitive seasonal
migratory routes or critical water sources for
wild horses. Without understanding what is
managed wild horses and burros will remain a
scapegoat for the broken federal grazing
program.
 
You can take action. Please call your
representatives in Congress and tell them no
federal funding should be used to kill a healthy
wild horse. It actually does help. Take note of
how your representative responds to your

concerns and remember when you hit the voting
booth in November. The November elections
could be crucial to the survival of our western
ranges and all that live in our wild places.
 
If you do not know how to contact your
representatives just go to http://govtrack.us
 
 
ADOPTIONS
 
1301 wild horses from this operation went into
holding facilities. BLM no longer posts a "facility
report" online so the public can track how many
are still alive. All of those wild horses need good
homes.
 
The BLM has responded to adoption requests by
saying that if you do not have a tag number,
they will not search. We are se
 
arching for tag numbers for several adopters.
The next few pages are wild horses now at the
Palomino Valley Center (PVC) north of Reno.
(775)475-2222

THE WILD ONES NOW CAPTIVE

Mature stallions that are "just a bay," the ones
most at risk in the budget debate that could put
a bullet in their heads. 
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Free on the range and now in holding at Palomino Valley. A
youngster on the range she now  stands with her mother in the
adult mare pen. in holding. The odds are she and her mother
will never be adopted.
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Roundups are always difficult to document and require physical and emotional
endurance. They can be particularly difficult when the justifications do not stand up to
scrutiny. The justifications for why this area was prioritized when there are so many
other areas we may see actual justification later this year, needs closer scrutiny. The
justifications used to prioritize the western side of the area over the eastern needs
scrutiny. Why the analysis in the EA includes no detailed information on the distinct
populations and identifies no critical habitat for wild horses, needs scrutiny. Why this
operation went forward without a designated and informed CAWP team, needs
scrutiny. There are many more, very specific, instances of serious flaws in
communication, logistics and handling that need scrutiny.
 
We will continue to work toward gaining the needed review and continuing our ten
year old quest to gain humane management on and off the range and during capture.
We will continue to try to drag the system into this century and fight to gain a data
based preservation strategy for our wild ones and the land they stand on.
 
We thank you, more than we can convey in words and pictures, for helping us to be at
this roundup and take one more step in this journey.
 
Thank you~ Wild Horse Education Volunteers
 
WildHorseEducation.org
 
 
Triple B roundup team: Laura Leigh, Marie Milliman and Cathy Ceci.
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